
NEWS RELEASE 

Grand Opening of Gannaiden: Garden of Possibilities 

 

Vaudreuil-Dorion – August 16, 2017 — In collaboration with the Musée régional de 

Vaudreuil-Soulanges, Gannaiden: Garden of Possibilities will transition from a private 

garden site to a para-public one on Aug. 27, 2017 with a celebration to include a luncheon 

menu in the tradition of the couple’s Jewish grandparents. Gannaiden is one of the Quebec 

properties selected by television series 'Visit Libre'. 

Created in 1990, Gannaiden: Garden of Possibilities sits on a three-acre site and is home to 

the well-known Canadian sculptor Marcel Braitstein and his wife Elaine Steinberg. The 

property, located in Vaudreuil-Dorion West consists of heritage buildings, an artist studio, 

greenhouse, pond, sculpture garden and a mass of flower beds running havoc around 

trees and shrubs in a gentle plea for chaos.  

Marcel Braitstein’s sculpture is included in major museum collections throughout Canada 

and particularly in Quebec. Braitstein’s sculpture portrays an additional dimension to 

Quebec’s artistic discourse that began in the 1960’s. Braitstein is an image-maker. His 

iconography carries with it the story of an immigrant arriving from Europe after WWII. 

Some of the work he has done over the past seventeen years is at Gannaiden, but not all. 

The Musée du Bas Saint-Laurent has a collection of Braitstein’s works, while the Musée 

national des beaux-arts du Québec has a number of his early sculptures. 



When asked why the artist-gardener couple decided to open their garden to the public for 

special occasions, Steinberg replied, “it came from our desire to share and celebrate with the 

community the tangible and intangible cultural landscape components inherent to Gannaiden 

and to our lifestyle.”  

Gannaiden: Garden of Possibilities is located at 3045 Montée d'Alstonvale in Vaudreuil-

Dorion. 

 

ABOUT GANNAIDEN: GARDEN OF POSSIBILITIES 

Gannaiden is a non-profit organization, whose mission is to promote shared values 

through the celebration and preservation of gardens, sculpture, culture and heritage. 
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